“Zinfandelic is a tribute to my love for

The flavor of California Zin is like the flavor of

the 1960s rock music and the free

California itself. It's free love in a bottle, with a

expression of the Zinfandel grape.
Each wine is crafted as it's own song,

vibe all its own – at times mellow, others bold or
even spicy. But it’s always, dare we say, groovy.

to be enjoyed and shared with othes.”
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2020 SIERRA FOOTHILLS OLD VINE ZINFANDEL
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The high altitude vineyards and sandy clay loam soils yield a bold
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Old Vine Zinfandel, with a rich fruit core of blackberry and
blueberry, complemented by hints of spice and sweet oak that adds
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to the complexitiy. Aged for 14 months in mature oak, a
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combination of 70% French and 30% American. The old vines
impart lush tannins that are balanced by lively acidity, hallmarks of
the Sierra Foothills.
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to some of the finest Zinfandels in California. The distinctive
characteristics of the region are reflected in our 2018 Lodi Zinfandel,
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with flavors of dark raspberry fruit underlined by notes of spice and
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• Founded by Daniel LeFrancois,
wine industry veteran
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• First vintage in 2005
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mocha. A bright, medium bodied wine with a soft, balanced finish.

2016 MENDOCINO ZINFANDEL
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Sourced from the rolling hills of Mendocino, this wine exhibits all the
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classic characteristics of Mendocino Zinfandel, exhibiting the
bramble fruit, rich characteristics that are hallmarks of the region.
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Lodi, the self-proclaimed “Zinfandel Capital of the World”, is home
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• Label inspirted by rock posters of
the 1960s

• Zinfandel wines from Lodi, Sierra
Foothills and Mendocino
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• Reflection of Zinfandel’s
personality and expressions of
California’s premier appellations.
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Soft tannins balance this full-bodied wine. Lush flavors of blackberry
and blueberry are complemented by notes of violet and spice.
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